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Annuit Coeptis
Novus Ordo Seclorum

It is about time I cleared this up for you, since there are so many interpretations but most 
are not correct.  You do recognize those words, don’t you?  If not, let me direct your attention to 
the backs of American paper money issued by the Jewish Fraud known as the Federal Reserve, 
which you do know is not Federal, nor is it a Reserve.  IT IS A SCAM!!!!  It is a HUGE JEWISH 
FRAUD which has bankrupted many great nations, especially the Jew Nighted States of America.  
And, like the schemers are required to do but not necessarily overtly is they have to warn the 
Goyim about what they are up to.  Well, if you look at the seal with the pyramid and the all seeing 
eye you can read the Latin words: Annuit Coeptis, and yet so few actually know what that means.  
It means:  This is our position.  This is what we intend.  It is our stance.

The second Latin sentence is also not interpreted correctly.  The first two words are 
usually interpreted correctly as, New World.  It is the Seclorum part that is not correctly 
interpreted.  It is the word from which SECULAR comes from.  It means:  WITHOUT GOD.  Hence, 
A New World Without God.  That is the position of the International Banking Cartel, the financial 
arm of International Jewry.  

Jewry has no borders.  It is international.  Israel is merely a stockade in which criminals 
can thrive without molestation by those seeking justice.  International Jewry has many branches; 
all of them totally dedicated to the achievement of a new world without God which means, a world 
without moral compass and focus.  Without God Demons take over and savagery becomes normal 
and all but Jews and their favorites; those pea brained black athletes, for example and 
democratic liberal Marxified cucks who support the evil agenda such as MSM news anchors.  
Anchor is a good moniker for those vermin because they prevent the ship of Truth from sailing.

Jewry invented Communism and Democracy.  Jewry invented everything necessary for 
the control and manipulation of the unquestioning masses who have been indoctrinated into 
believing that they are free, when in fact, due to the Jewish malfeasance, such as the Federal 
Reserve and indeed, the US Congress and the Senate is the reason most Americans are poor.  Note 
how many Azkenazi Jews surround the current president; indeed he has a Jewish daughter 
married to something resembling a man, but we are not sure if it is even human and is identified 
as a Kushner who owns a building numbered 666.  I suggest to you dear reader there is another 
one of those overt indicators and indeed it is suspected that very nefarious activities are 
conducted there which includes research into how to gain further control over the Goyim with 
electronic technologies.

So, now that we have identified there is such a thing as international jewry and a criminal 
haven which is mythologized to be the homeland of those nefarious schemers, let’s take a look at 
some of the things those creatures believe in.  Once you have read what follows, you will come to 
overstand why such abominations as, Spirit Dinners with an Abramovich Jew Witch Satanic 
Monster Creature of Perdition can conduct bloody ceremonies for the Washington D.C. elite, 
including that Bride of Satan, Hillary Clinton.  Once you read what is in the Talmud, you will 
overstand why Gentile children are abducted, tortured, murdered, their blood drunk and their 
organs feasted upon.  Once you learn what Jews believe to be their supreme tradition of law and 
admonishments for behaviour, you can not help but come to the overstanding that everything that 
is destroying what is good and beautiful on this planet is because of the machinations of an alien 
entity which Jesus of Nazareth identified as, The Children of Satan and the Sons of the Devil.
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The Talmud teaches that the law for the Jew is: ‘He must lie, cheat, steal, and even kill 
Goyim.’  Goyim means: ‘animals in human skin.’  Goyim are all human beings who are not Jews 
and hence, they can be treated as such.  As you well know, some treat animals horrifically, 
subjecting them to extreme torture with a red hot iron, then caring for the creatures with a 
strange kind of love only to betray those unsuspecting animals by herding them down a chute and 
subjecting them to the most degrading and horrific deaths by having their throats opened up and 
their trachea ripped out, leaving the animal to thrash about as it bleeds out.  That savagely killed 
animal becomes Kosher meat and that is the meat that Jews prefer.  

Let me tell you some more, so that you will overstand why creatures such as Podestas can 
do what they do because the Talmud teaches: ‘A girl Goy is filthy after the age of three and may 
be sodomized.’  Babies can be raped, because, according to the Talmud, ‘Just as her tears will 
dry, her virginity will return.’  ‘A boy Goy is filthy after the age of nine and may be sodomized.’  
Yes, that is all correct and True.  So do you now begin to realize why so many children disappear 
every year?  In Canada the number I read one time was 67,000.  Not all of those children are 
returned to their parents.  In fact, the children disappear never to be heard from again.  Some of 
those children end up in a certain pizza shop in that corporation called, The District of Columbia.

The Talmud admonishes the Jew to commit all manner of defilements against Gentiles.  
Indeed that Book of Horrors suggests that the best of us must be killed.  The only good Goy is a 
dead Goy, is basically the idea.  Hence, it is no bloody wonder that so many American mass 
murdering savages are Jews.  Ted Bundy was such a vermin.  So was Son of Sam.  Oh, and 
Jeffrey Dahlmer; he had a lot of heart, they say.  If you Google the list of Jewish mass murderers 
you will be surprised at the length of it.  President Eisenhower, that ‘mad Swedish Jew’ was 
directly responsible for the tortuous death of an estimated 1.7 MILLION German POWs who were 
starved to death in the middle of winter without  tents, adequate clothing, medicine, latrines, 
nothing.  A total disregard for the Geneva Conventions regulating the conducting of warfare in a 
sort of, humane fashion; as if that is possible.  Of course you are likely familiar with other 
murderous Jewish leadership.  The Bolsheviks murdered upwards of ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY 
MILLION human beings; Christians mostly.  Bolsheviks are Jews.  

Jews infected the City of London; which is the financial house for the Jew World Odour.  
You can find Rothschild Jews there.  They handle the financing of war and all kinds of 
malfeasance on this planet.  Jews infected the Catholic Church; indeed, a Jew invented 
Christianity which is a religion that is not the one My Brother taught and practiced.  The Jews, 
who invented the Spanish Inquisition, for example, obtained a lot of highly charged blood when 
they mercilessly tortured their Gentile victims; never explaining what the charges were and who 
condemned them.  Present day legal circumstances in Israel practiced against Palestinians is 
somewhat similar.  We see such abominations in the courts of the Jew Nighted States, as well, 
were Noahide law was signed into the story by a very simple minded, C grade Bush.  He might as 
well have been a plant.  G.W. Bush is not much brighter than a plant and he certainly was a 
creature of the International Jewish Conspiracy to take over the planet.  His dad, whom he called, 
Poppy, was a CIA hit man for a time with the nickname, ICE PICK since he liked doing the dirty 
deed quietly and up close.

Now we have more murderous mayhem in Las Vegas, the result of which will be more 
oppression from governments.  More suppression of Gentile freedoms will come.  Gun confiscations 
are on the books and once that has happened, a massive culling will follow; all at the behest of the 
international Jews.  They do not like us, particularly not us WHITE CHRISTIANS.  Yes, I know, I 
just talked about that religion being a construct of a Jew.  Yes, it is.  It has helped to divide and 
conquer people and turn men into wimpy, spineless, politically correct sheep.  The good part of 
Christianity are those values of doing unto others and the Ten Commandments.  However, they 
are merely guidelines and if everyone followed them, yes there would be God’s Paradise on Earth. 
However, the minions of Satan are not on board and it is imperative that the Sons of God take a 
powerful and focussed stand against them and finally expel the entire infestation from the planet 
and make her number 111.     If you wish to help this ministry: PayPal: gertjan@shaw.ca
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